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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
As many North Carolina communities grow and demands for public services grow, changes and 
modifications are often needed in service delivery systems, including infrastructure that supports 
essential, core public safety services. When dynamics change, so must the infrastructure and 
systems that enable and support those basic functions. These “growing pains” are a natural 
progression of the maturity cycle of a unit of local government and are not unique to Elizabeth 
City. 
 
However, the City of Elizabeth City is aware of the changing environment and has proactively 
stepped forward to implement progressive measures to effectively manage that growth and 
transition, such as initiating an independent, third-party, strategic analysis of the fire station 
location and distribution in the City of Elizabeth City. Elizabeth City selected North Carolina Fire 
Chief Consulting (NCFCC) to assist them in this important endeavor as NCFCC totally focuses 
on the fire service in North Carolina and serves as the exclusive fire consulting provider for the 
North Carolina League of Municipalities. 
 
Purpose and Methodology: 
 
The core purpose of this initiative was to determine the optimal geographic location for Fire Station 
2 in Elizabeth City, evaluate the other fire station locations for the overall fire and rescue service 
delivery system, and project any fire station location needs in the years ahead based upon data and 
industry best practices.   
 
To responsibly make these determinations, NCFCC utilized state-of-the-art geographical 
information computer modeling systems that compile enormous amounts of geospatial data from 
both Elizabeth City and Pasquotank County and process that data to develop models and design 
systems. The computer system is designed around insurance services office (ISO) rating systems 
as well as fire service industry standards and best practices. From all available data, a 
comprehensive vulnerability risk index for each component area of Elizabeth City is established, 
which helps determine station need and the most optimal distribution of fire stations.  Beyond 
those measures, NCFCC reviewed the most recent insurance rating for Elizabeth City and made 
recommendations for the next insurance rating evaluation.  
 
All the above data was comprehensively reviewed by NCFCC’s well-experienced team of long 
tenured and experienced fire chiefs who have worked extensively with fire protection service 
delivery systems, fire station placement, design, construction, and standards of coverage for many 
years. In addition, NCFCC came on-site in Elizabeth City to evaluate the condition of the current 
fire stations and conduct a basic facility needs analysis.  Certain specific recommendations have 
been noted within the report and supplemental information is included in the appendix of this 
comprehensive report. 
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Geographic Information System Analysis: 
 
The assessment team conducted a comprehensive analysis utilizing state-of-the-art geographical 
information services (GIS) systems to map and analyze all available data including demand for 
services, land use risk assessment, coverage distance, mutual aid coverage, travel time coverage, 
mutual aid travel time coverage, an evaluation of current station locations and comparison of 
national fire service industry standards. The entire area of service for Elizabeth City, including the 
municipal limits and the unincorporated area of Pasquotank County served by Elizabeth City Fire 
Department were evaluated. 
 
Demand for services for the Elizabeth City Fire Department is primarily concentrated along the 
US 17 (Hughes Boulevard) corridor, downtown and near the University and calls for service align 
with population. Of the total plotted calls for service, almost 90% of the emergency calls originate 
within the City of Elizabeth City, with the remainder in the unincorporated area serviced as well 
as with reciprocal automatic aid. Conducting a risk analysis, most of the larger tracks of higher 
risk properties are (or will be) located in the western portion of the City, areas along US 17 (Hughes 
Boulevard, the US17 Bypass, US 158 (Elizabeth Street) and within the Downtown core. 
  
The current distribution of Elizabeth City fire stations is covering 43% of the City streets within 
1.5 road miles of a fire station, which is important for engine company coverage. In addition, 
approximately 21% of the City streets are within 2.5 road miles of the City’s ladder truck, which 
is currently located at Fire Station 1. Desiring a no more than four-minute travel time within the 
City from any fire station, the GIS modeling indicates that currently 72% of the emergency 
incidents that occurred within the fire service area are within the four-minute travel time for the 
first unit arrival of a fire company to an emergency situation. 
 
To optimally locate Fire Station 2, the assessment team harnessed the GIS technology and utilized 
a Vulnerability Risk Index (VRI). Comparatively, the VRI score can be compared to the level of 
service that the fire department is able to provide relative to fire station distribution. This tool takes 
all available data into consideration, including population, call density, risk analysis, hazard 
analysis, and other factors. The City’s current VRI score with the current station locations is 30%.  
Using the VRI modeling, several enhancement scenarios were developed as follows: 
 
Scenario A – Sole relocation of Elizabeth City Station 2 to a more optimal location, while leaving 
Fire Station 1 in the current location. The new site for Station 2 was identified near US 17 (Hughes 
Boulevard) and Wilson Street. This model would increase the level of service, or VRI score, by 
7% over the current level. 
 
Scenario B – Relocation of Elizabeth City Station 2 to a more optimal location AND adding an 
additional fire station in the western portion of the City, while leaving Fire Station 1 in the current 
location. The new site for Fire Station 2 shifted slightly under this model to the area of North Road 
Street and US 17 (Hughes Boulevard). Under this scenario, the VRI score would increase by a 
total of 23% over the current level. 
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Scenario C – Using the Fire Station 2 site recommended under Scenario A, the modeling chose 
the most optimal location for an additional future fire station location in the western portion of the 
city. A site was selected on Halstead Extended west of Thunder Road.  However, the VRI score 
did not change from the Scenario B and remained with at the SAME 23% increase over the current 
levels of service. 
 
Scenario D – The technology chose the two most optimal sites for only two fire stations, without 
using any current fire stations that are in place. However, using this approach offered a more 
minimal increase in the VRI score above the current two station situation, providing an increase 
of 13%. The increases gained under this methodology was significantly less than the previous two 
scenarios. Therefore, the assessment team was able to credibly determine that the most appreciable 
manner to significantly increase the City’s level of service (or VRI) score long-term was to 
consider a third fire station location moving forward. 
 
Scenario E – Optimizing the two station locations and adding a third station location for Elizabeth 
City increased the VRI score by 30% from the current situation or doubling the City’s current VRI 
score. This scenario or model was identified as an optimal direction for Elizabeth City to be 
working towards. A most positive attribute of this scenario is that the location for Fire Station 2 
was virtually in the same area as in the other models and scenarios. One central deduction from 
this analysis is that the recommended area to relocate Elizabeth City Fire Station 2 is viable long-
term for the City of Elizabeth City as the City grows and expands. 
 
Last, the assessment team evaluated some aspects for the feasibility of potential sites for relocation 
of Fire Station 2 as a first step in a progressive move forward to advance the fire protection service 
delivery system for Elizabeth City. 
 
Insurance Services Office Analysis: 
 
The assessment team reviewed Elizabeth City’s last insurance services office report from March 
of 2017 and identified some areas of opportunity to improve the City’s insurance rating, which (at 
the level that Elizabeth City has achieved) has a direct impact on the property insurance that most 
commercial businesses pay and serves as an economic development tool for the City of Elizabeth 
City. The lower the insurance rating (or ISO number), the better the rating and the lower the cost 
of property insurance is as a typical rule. The rating system is based upon 50% of the overall rating 
from the fire department itself, 40% from water supply and 10% from the emergency 
communications (9-1-1) systems. Beyond these component credits, certain available “bonus 
points” can be earned by community risk reduction efforts with fire and injury prevention. 
 
The City of Elizabeth City’s current insurance rating is “Class 4” inside the City of Elizabeth City 
and “Class 9” within five road miles of a fire station in the unincorporated areas served by 
Elizabeth City Fire. The ratings were earned in 2017, with re-evaluations on an approximate 5-
year cycle. The City’s “Class 4” is a solid rating among North Carolina fire departments, noting 
that there were 1,165 fire departments in North Carolina that reported incident data last year to the 
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Federal Emergency Management Agency.  Fire Departments achieving a “Class 4” rating have 
earned 60% or more of the available credited points from ISO. The long-term investments that 
Elizabeth City has made and continue to make in the fire protection service delivery system are 
recognized in the rating system and are obviously reflected every time that a resident or business 
calls 9-1-1 for emergency services. 
 
The insurance rating improvement opportunities for Elizabeth City primarily are in staffing, which 
comprises 15% of the overall rating, and in deployment, which would benefit from the addition of 
Fire Station 3 and, at the appropriate time, a re-positioning of Fire Stations 1 and 2. The assessment 
team reviewed some additional areas that adjustments could potentially be made. Constructing 
Fire Station 3 and adding the firefighters necessary with opening that fire station will be positively 
supportive to improving the insurance rating for the City of Elizabeth City, consistent with the 
growth of Elizabeth City. 
 
Looking forward, it is important to note that the size, risk, and demand in Elizabeth City has 
increased since 2017 and will continue to increase in complexity before the next evaluation. To 
maintain and improve the ISO rating, the fire department, water, and emergency communications 
systems must strengthen in alignment with the growth of the City. City leadership should also 
recognize that the insurance rating is one indicator of the capability, strength, and capacity of their 
fire department. 
 
With improvements that Elizabeth City has made since the last inspection in 2017 along with the 
enhancements that the City is currently considering, it is the observation of the assessment team 
that Elizabeth City could very realistically earn a “Class 3” or better ISO rating. 
 
Summary and Recommendations: 
 
Elizabeth City’s two fire stations have served the City for many years and are showing their age.   
Both fire stations are lacking the space needed in modern fire stations for individual gender 
separation in quarters, decontamination areas and storage. These deficits have become more 
pronounced in the fire service during the COVID crisis in the past couple years but also are 
prevalent with the need for decontamination due to cancer causing agents that are inherent in the 
fire service. Beyond these industry health and safety challenges, which are both state and 
nationwide, Fire Station 2 has experienced multiple gunshots into the fire station with firefighters 
inside, which is a significant safety issue for the firefighters. The City has taken initial protective 
measures. However, the current Elizabeth City Fire Station 2 was placed into service as an interim 
fire station many years back and, as a metal frame building, is not constructed to the level that 
most municipal fire stations in North Carolina are constructed today, especially in coastal areas 
with “hardened” features to better withstand harsh elements. 
 
Data demonstrates that Elizabeth City is growing westward, especially with the relocation of the 
new medical facilities on Halstead Extended and the associated buildings, offices and support 
functions that will come to that area with that additional growth. Data also demonstrates that the 
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commercial growth in the western portion of the City will present additional hazards in fire 
protection in the coming years. 
 
Most North Carolina cities do not have the resources to build three fire stations at once and increase 
firefighter staffing. However, the needed enhancements can be planned within the City’s Capital 
Improvement Plan (CIP). The relocation of Fire Station 2 is reasonable and prudent, and the 
proposed site is consistent with the computer modeling for both long-term and short-term for 
Elizabeth City. This first step would be very appropriate for the City of Elizabeth City to consider. 
 
Securing property for a future third fire station and property for relocation of Fire Station 1 may 
be steps that the City should consider in the shorter term as well. If the projected growth, especially 
with the medical facilities, stays on track in the western portion of the city, a fire station in the 
Halstead Extended area will be needed in the not distant future. In addition, it is recommended that 
the City start a dialogue with University officials to discuss a partnership for land or property to 
potentially relocate Fire Station 1 near the University when conditions will allow. Other 
Universities that are part of the University of North Carolina System have worked with local 
municipalities to partner in such similar endeavors to acquire property to build fire stations. The 
assessment team’s outreach recommends dialogue with Elizabeth City State University Vice 
Chancellor for Operations and General Counsel Alyn Goodson may prove beneficial as a next step 
for the city. 
 
As Elizabeth City moves towards a three-fire station service delivery model, it would be prudent 
for the City to consider transitioning to a full “Quint” service delivery model as conditions would 
allow to maximize ISO credit and operate each company with full firefighter staffing to increase 
service delivery and firefighter safety. Proper firefighter staffing is essential to service delivery 
and firefighter safety. 
 
Next steps: 
 
The next steps for this process will be for the City of Elizabeth City to review the data and 
information contained within this report. Capital improvement funding will need to be secured 
when conditions will allow for Fire Station 2 for property acquisition within the area of 
consideration and in order to initiate fire station design and begin construction. Typically, the 
process takes about two years from initiation of the fire station project to actual operation of the 
fire station serving the community. 
 
The entire NCFCC team sincerely appreciates the opportunity to provide this important 
information to Elizabeth City and we are proud to have assisted in efficiently supporting the City 
of Elizabeth City in this critical endeavor. We humbly and sincerely thank everyone who supported 
this progressive initiative and express our honor to serve in this beneficial capacity of continuous 
improvement. 
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2. PROJECT SCOPE: 
 
 

GIS ANALYSIS RELATIVE TO POTENTIAL FIRE STATION DEPLOYMENT 
and/or RE-DEPLOYMENT: 
Benchmarking:  

1. Current base map with Fire Service Protection Area and Fire stations. 
2. Current Drive Time map based on NFPA 1710 or locally adopted time. 
3. Current Mileage map 

a. Based on 1.5 Engine, 2.5 ladder, 5 miles extended 
b. Road distance coverage of above. 

4. Service Demand Heat Map 
a. Amount reached by drive time (#2) 
b. Classify demand levels into risk rankings 

5. Residential Population Density Map 
a. Classify population density into risk rankings 

6. Land use/Zoning Risk classification Analysis 
a. Classify land use types into risk rankings 

Future Station Planning: 

1. Future Deployment scenarios measured against scored combined matrix of population risk, 
demand risk, and land use risk. Using the current stations score as a benchmark for the 
following scenarios: 

a) Current Station 1 & Relocate Station 2 at Optimal Location. 
b) Current Station 1 & Relocate Station 2 at Optimal Location; add third station if 

necessary for optimal scoring which may move station 2 from original siting. 
c) Current Station 1 & Relocate station 2. Maintain these sites and locate station 3 to 

optimal location. 
d) Relocate Station 1 & Relocate Station 2 at Optimal Locations. 
e) Relocate Station 1 & Relocate Station 2 at Optimal Locations; add Station 3 which 

may relocate sites for Station 1 and Station 2. 
f) Relocate Station 1 & Relocate Station 2 at Optimal Locations; maintain these locations 

and add Station 3 to optimal location. 

GIS Deliverables: 

*All work is data dependent and, at times, require concomitant analyses to perform. 
*Electronic file images as .jpeg or .png format. 
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*NC Fire Chief Consulting will compile the maps and data analyses into a detailed written 
report explaining the methodology and results. Recommendation(s) based solely on the 
analysis will be offered. 

*Data will be provided on Dropbox and in the written summary report. 
*Initial product delivery is slated within 60 calendar days from the initial contract payment.  

INSURANCE SERVICES OFFICE REVIEW: 
During a virtual session, we will review your most recent ISO rating with an ISO specialist 
and identify needs and opportunities for improvement. Furthermore, we will review and 
analyze any potential fire station relocation and provide feedback on the impact that those 
relocations may have on Elizabeth City’s ISO rating. Material will cover all aspects of the last 
ISO evaluation and not limited to station location. From the discussion, we will produce a 
written report that provides recommendations for Elizabeth City relative to the overall ISO 
rating that will be beneficial for the department for the next insurance evaluation. 

REPORTING:  
NCFCC will produce a written report outlining the findings from the GIS analysis and the ISO 
analysis as noted above, including charts, graphs, and associated tables. This report will 
include an executive summary of the key findings within the report that will be eligible to 
present to city management and/or elected officials if so desired. This executive summary is 
for use by the Elizabeth City Fire Chief in making informed decisions in assessing effective 
and efficient fire station locations in the short-term as well as long-term.  
This report will receive a critical team review from a panel of subject matter experts to 
troubleshoot all the data and recommendations within the report.   
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3. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
 
The assessment team conducted a comprehensive analysis utilizing state-of-the-art geographical 
information services (GIS) systems to map and analyze all available data including demand for 
services, land use risk assessment, coverage distance, mutual aid coverage, travel time coverage, 
mutual aid travel time coverage, an evaluation of current station locations and comparison of 
national fire service industry standards. The entire area of service for Elizabeth City, including the 
municipal limits and the unincorporated area of Pasquotank County served by Elizabeth City Fire 
Department were evaluated. 
 
Demand for services for the Elizabeth City Fire Department is primarily concentrated along the 
US 17 (Hughes Boulevard) corridor, downtown and near the University and calls for service align 
with population. Of the total plotted calls for service, almost 90% of the emergency calls originate 
within the City of Elizabeth City, with the remainder in the unincorporated area serviced as well 
as with reciprocal automatic aid. Conducting a risk analysis, most of the larger tracks of higher 
risk properties are (or will be) located in the western portion of the City, areas along US 17 (Hughes 
Boulevard), the US 17 Bypass, US 158 (Elizabeth Street) and within the Downtown core. 
  
The current distribution of fire stations is covering 43% of the City streets within 1.5 road miles 
of a fire station, which is important for engine company coverage. In addition, approximately 21% 
of the City streets are within 2.5 road miles of the City’s ladder truck, which is located at Fire 
Station 1. Desiring a no more than four-minute travel time within the City from any fire station, 
the GIS modeling indicates that currently 72.% of the emergency incidents that occurred within 
the fire service area are within the four-minute travel time for the first unit arrival of a fire company 
to an emergency situation. 
 
To optimally locate Fire Station 2, the assessment team harnessed the GIS technology and utilized 
a Vulnerability Risk Index (VRI). Comparatively, the VRI score can be compared to the level of 
service that the fire department is able to provide relative to fire station distribution. This tool takes 
all available data into consideration, including population, call density, risk analysis, hazard 
analysis, and other factors. The City’s current VRI score is 30%.  Using the VRI modeling, several 
enhancement scenarios were developed as follows: 
 
Scenario A – Sole relocation of Elizabeth City Station 2 to a more optimal location, while leaving 
Fire Station 1 in the current location. The new site for Station 2 was identified near US 17 (Hughes 
Boulevard) and Wilson Street. This model would increase the level of service, or VRI score, by 
7%. 
 
Scenario B – Relocation of Elizabeth City Station 2 AND adding an additional fire station in the 
western portion of the City, while leaving Fire Station 1 in the current location. The new site for 
Fire Station 2 shifted slightly under this model to the area of North Road Street and US 17 (Hughes 
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Boulevard). Under this scenario, the VRI score would increase by a total of 23% over the current 
scenario.  
 
Scenario C – Using the Fire Station 2 site recommended under Scenario A, the modeling  chose 
the most optimal location for an additional future fire station location in the western portion of the 
city. A site was selected on Halstead Extended west of Thunder Road. However, the VRI score 
did not change from the Scenario B and remained with at the SAME 23% increase over the current 
levels of service. 
 
Scenario D – The technology chose the two most optimal sites for only two fire stations, without 
using any current fire stations that are in place. However, using this approach offered a more 
minimal increase in the VRI score above the current two station situation, providing an increase 
of 13%. The increases gained under this methodology was significantly less than the previous two 
scenarios. Therefore, the assessment team was able to determine that the most appreciable manner 
to significantly increase the City’s level of service (or VRI) score long-term was to consider a third 
fire station location moving forward. 
 
Scenario E – Optimizing the two station locations AND adding a third station location for 
Elizabeth City increased the VRI score by 30% from the current situation or doubling the City’s 
current VRI score. This scenario or model was identified as an optimal direction for Elizabeth City 
to be working towards. A most positive attribute of this scenario is that the location for Fire Station 
2 was virtually in the same area as in the other models and scenarios. The deduction from that is 
that the recommended area to relocate Elizabeth City Fire Station 2 is viable long-term for the City 
of Elizabeth City as the City grows and expands. 
 
Last, the assessment team evaluated some aspects for the feasibility of potential sites for relocation 
of Fire Station 2 as a first step in a progressive move forward to advance the fire protection service 
delivery system for Elizabeth City. 
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Introduction 
The Elizabeth City Fire Department currently provides service to not only the city but also to 
unincorporated areas within Pasquotank County, specifically the Central Pasquotank Six Mile Fire 
District, from its two fire stations. The following map shows the station locations, the city limits, 
and the adjoining county area served by the fire department. In addition, roadways and certain 
facilities are also featured. 
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The estimated residential population for the city in 2020 according to the US Census Bureau is 
17,751 persons, an increase from 17,188 in 2010. Together with the county service area, the 
residential population is approximately 18,500. The fire service area also contains a hospital, 
marinas and docks, Elizabeth City State University, regional shopping centers, and hotels.  The 
daytime population is higher, estimated to increase by 30% or nearly 6,000 people due to work 
locations within the city1.  The following map of the population density expectedly has more dense 
population in the downtown area of the city near the fire stations. 
 

 
 
 

 
1 Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American Community Survey 5-year estimates 
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Demand for Services 
Fire department records of incidents from 2015 until the end of 2020 were provided to the study 
team resulting in 7,673 incidents. Each incident was geographically plotted using the geographic 
coordinates provided in the dataset. The following figure represents the demand for services per 
square mile.  
 

 
 
Higher concentrations of demand can be seen near the fire stations 1 & 2 with moderate and high 
demand along the Hughes Boulevard corridor and Elizabeth State University. Incident density 
generally correlates with areas of higher population. Otherwise, demand for services is scattered 
throughout the fire service area and beyond for mutual aid events. 
 
Data indicates that 87% of incidents occurred within the city limits, 11% occurred in the outside 
the city fire district area. 2% of incidents were outside the fire service area.  Therefore, most 
incidents, addresses, and hydrants are located within the city limits. 
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Land Use Risk Assessment 
 
The types of uses for developed land pose differing risks to a community. Some may be a point of 
public assembly; others may be a facility that contains hazardous materials for its processes.  
Others are homes, that if lost to a fire is tragic to the owner and family. As an example, a loss of a 
structure that employs 300 residents is a greater overall impact loss to the community.  The 
assessment team defines risk level as follows with some examples noted: 
 
Risk Category Criteria 

1. Lowest - Wide separation of single-family dwellings and farmland. 
2. Low - Single-family dwellings with a separation of at least 100 feet between buildings.  
3. Moderate - Commercial and light industrial facilities, small shopping centers, and high-

density, low-rise residential buildings. 
4. High - High-rise hotels and residential buildings, large shopping centers, and industrial 

complexes. 
5. Highest - Refineries, large industry, lumber yards, and propane storage facilities. 

 
The City supplied a future land use plan for use in the risk criteria. The zoning codes supplied by 
Pasquotank County in the fire service area was also categorized using the criteria above.  
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The identified higher risk areas are along the Halstead Extended, Hughes Boulevard, the US 17 
Bypass, US 158 (Elizabeth Street), corridor and within the downtown core and the university area 
as well. The locations of the fire stations are also in position to respond along these areas. Other 
community risks include flooding and the railway that runs parallel to Hughes Boulevard. In case 
of an extended crossing delay, both stations are south of the railway and the ability to respond 
would be hampered depending on the location and extent of a blockage. 
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Coverage Distance 
 
The Insurance Services Office (ISO) recommends that an engine company be within a 1.5-mile 
distance within a developed area (Hydrants indicate a developed area according to the ISO) for 
favorable insurance ratings for property owner insurance premiums.  It also specifies that a 
property could be considered for the highest rates if it greater than 5 miles from a fire station. The 
following map shows these distances. 
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The 1.5-mile distance covers 79% of the hydrated area/43% of the streets while the 5-mile distance 
covers all hydrants/streets in the service area. For ladder/aerial trucks, the ISO recommends a 2.5-
mile distance for favorable ratings. These types of apparatus are used for taller and larger buildings 
due to the ability to elevate water to fires in upper stories and atop roofs in large square footage 
type structures. Currently, 77% of buildings over 10,000 sq. ft. are within the ISO distance 
requirements for a ladder apparatus.  70% of the hydrants/21% of the streets are reached and the 
distance extent.  Station 1 has a 100-foot specialized ladder and elevated water stream device that 
earns full ladder credit under the ISO rating schedule.  Station 2 has a “quint” type fire engine with 
an elevated stream that earns some ladder credit within the ISO rating schedule.   
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Travel Time Coverage 
 
The Elizabeth City Fire Department strives to follow the National Fire Protection Association’s 
(NFPA) recommended four-minute travel time as an industry best practice goal for the first 
arriving unit to reach an incident. The NFPA also recommends that advanced life support 
personnel and, in the case of a working structure fire, that the first alarm units arrive within an 
eight-minute travel time. The following map illustrates the travel time extent from the fire stations 
and their reach capability using a geographic drive-time model. The model does not account for 
variances such as traffic, weather, construction, etc. but it does respect the speed limit posted and 
one-way restrictions. Time delays for turning apparatus, leaving the station, and slowing for 
intersections has been integrated into the computer modeling.  The following map illustrates the 
extent of travel time coverage from the two current Elizabeth City fire stations. 
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The model indicates that most of the Hughes Boulevard corridor and the downtown area are 
reached within the four-minute travel model. A total of 72% of the incidents were within the four-
minute travel model. 

Coverage Analysis Methodology 
 
To assess the coverage of the current locations of the fire stations, many measures can be tabulated 
from street mileage to square miles, population, emergency events, address points, property use, 
traffic volume counts, etc. These multiple results would vary upon the measure and the impact on 
the fire service. For instance, mileage assumes development. This is not true; streets simply 
provide a means to the development. There are miles of open fields along a roadway which is why 
area coverage is also discouraged. What is needed is one method that levels the playing field of 
measures that impact the fire service the most and create an index of vulnerability to evaluate 
coverage. The goal is to supply the most risk coverage. 
 
There are three elements that affect the fire service the most: 

• First is population because areas of higher population correlate with more demand for 
services. Additionally, these are residential taxpayers funding the fire department services. 

• Second, the use of land related to the structures and stockpiles vary in size and type. Some 
uses of land pose more risk to a community than others, such as a single-family home 
versus an industrial chemical storage facility. Because of the myriad of uses, a macro 
analysis of risk based upon use is employed in the methodology. 

• Third, although the demand for services does correlate with higher population, it can also 
be driven by non-residential commercial facilities like nursing homes, higher education, 
and public facilities such as airports, train, and bus terminals.  Highly congested and 
unimproved intersections can also drive service demand for the fire service. Because of 
these factors, the demand for services is also a major element in coverage analysis. 

 
Vulnerability Risk Index (VRI) 
 
To measure the coverage by the fire stations travel and distance extents, the elemental aspects of 
population, land use risk, and demand for services are combined after equalizing each aspect into 
five sets of data from least to most (1-5). A hexagonal grid was digitally constructed and overlaid 
atop the fire service area. The combined elemental scores were applied to the hexagonal areas to 
create a Vulnerability Risk Index (VRI). The lowest score would be a 3, while the highest score 
possible would be a 15. 
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The following map shows the VRI scores across the city and fire district area. A total of 310 
hexagonal cells were developed for Elizabeth City with a total VRI score of 1,320. For the 
current station locations, the coverage of the VRI score using the travel time model was 30% of 
the total. 
 

 

Population 
per Sqmi

Score
Land Use 

Risk
Score

Service 
Demand per 

Sqmi
Score

Total 
Score

Dense 5 Highest 5 Very Heavy 5 15
High 4 High 4 Heavy 4 12

Moderate 3 Moderate 3 Moderate 3 9
Low 2 Low 2 Light 2 6

Sparse 1 Lowest 1 Very Light 1 3
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The higher scores are expectedly in the downtown area with higher scores to the north, west, and 
south. These scores will be used to generate fire station locations where the geographic technology 
software chooses a site(s) based upon the premise to optimize the overall score within the travel 
time constraints of the response performance goal (4 minutes).  Several scenarios were envisioned 
for investigation by the fire department staff and assessment team to select best locations for fire 
stations depending on the parameters of the scenario. While the computer does select a site, it is 
understood that a nearby available property may or may not be available for consideration.  
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Scenario A 
 
In this scenario, Fire Station 1 will remain in operation (anchored) while an optimal site for 
Station 2 is sought.  The result was an increase in the VRI score coverage within 4 minutes of 
travel time from stations by 7%. The locations selected was near Hughes Boulevard and Wilson 
Street. 
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Scenario B 
 
In this scenario, Fire Station 1 will remain in operation (anchored) while a best site for a second 
and third station is selected. The result was an increase in the VRI score coverage by 23%. The 
two locations selected were near Halstead Extended between Thunder Road and Forest Park Rd 
and the other near North Road Street & Hughes Boulevard. 
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Scenario C 
 
In this scenario, Fire Station 1 will remain in operation (anchored) while the site for Station 2 in 
Scenario A is used (Hughes Blvd./Wilson St) in this scenario. An optimal site for a third station 
is then selected.  The result also increased the VRI score coverage by 23%. (No change in 
percentage from Scenario B). The location selected was on Halstead Extended west of Thunder 
Road. 
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Scenario D 
 
In this scenario, neither of the current fire station locations are anchored. Instead, two best (open) 
locations are selected by the technology. The current locations are still viable to be selected but 
instead, the sites selected by the technology are Halstead Extended between Thunder Road and 
Forest Park Road and Weeksville Rd between Industrial Drive and Muldrow Way near Elizabeth 
City State University. 
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Scenario E 
 
This scenario is the same as the previous one (Scenario D) but to add a third station location. The 
result increased the VRI score coverage by 30%. Although the technology could have changed 
the sites from the previous scenario, it did not. The third station was located near Hughes 
Boulevard /Wilson St (same as Scenario A). 
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Summary of Analysis 
The greatest increase in coverage occurs when a third station is added. However, an appreciable 
difference in coverage and higher +VRI scores can be achieved by relocating one or both current 
Elizabeth City fire stations. The following table details the scenario results. 
 

 
 
The following figures show the close-up of scenario alternative station sites that are in proximity 
of each other. While the station site is selected, there is leeway to choose appropriate available 
properties with the cell of the selected site as well as very nearby cells that share the border with 
the selected site cell. The first map examines the alternative sites and area of interest for 
relocating Station 2. 

Stations Count Scenario Score % Difference
2 Current 397 30% 0
2 A 488 37% 7%
3 B 703 53% 23%
3 C 702 53% 23%
2 D 565 43% 13%
3 E 789 60% 30%
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The following map illustrates the alternative station sites and area of interest for a station on 
Halstead Extended. This is also an area of interest for relocating the hospital. If accomplished, 
this would attract other medical offices, facilities, as well as supporting commercial 
development. 
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The next figure shows the location and area of interest for a station near Elizabeth City State 
University. 
 

 
 
Again, although the technology selects a precise location, it is reasonable to investigate available 
land within the select site cell area and, if need be, within adjacent cells close to the border of the 
selected site cell. 
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4. INSURANCE SERVICES OFFICE (ISO) ANALYSIS 
 
The assessment team reviewed Elizabeth City’s last insurance services office report from March 
of 2017 and identified some areas of opportunity to improve the City’s insurance rating, which (at 
the level that Elizabeth City has achieved) has a direct impact on the property insurance that most 
commercial businesses pay and serves as an economic development tool for the City of Elizabeth 
City. The lower the insurance rating (or ISO number), the better the rating and the lower the cost 
of property insurance is as a typical rule. The rating system is based upon 50% of the overall rating 
from the fire department itself, 40% from water supply and 10% from the emergency 
communications (9-1-1) systems. Beyond these credits, certain available “bonus points” can be 
earned by community risk reduction efforts with fire and injury prevention. 
 
The City of Elizabeth City’s current insurance rating is “Class 4” inside the City of Elizabeth City 
and “Class 9” within five road miles of a fire station in the unincorporated areas served by 
Elizabeth City Fire. The ratings were earned in 2017, with re-evaluations on an approximate 5-
year cycle. The City’s “Class 4” is a solid rating among North Carolina fire departments, noting 
that there were 1,165 fire departments in North Carolina that reported incident data last year to the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency. Fire Departments achieving a “Class 4” rating have 
earned 60% or more of the available credited points from ISO. The long-term investments that 
Elizabeth City has made and continue to make in the fire protection service delivery system are 
recognized in the rating system and are obviously reflected every time that a resident or business 
calls 9-1-1 for emergency services. 
 
The insurance rating improvement opportunities for Elizabeth City primarily are in staffing, which 
comprises 15% of the overall rating, and in deployment, which would benefit from the addition of 
Fire Station 3 and, at the appropriate time, a re-positioning of Fire Stations 1 and 2. The assessment 
team reviewed some additional areas that adjustments could potentially be made. Constructing 
Fire Station 3 and adding the firefighters necessary with opening that fire station will be positively 
supportive to improving the insurance rating for the City of Elizabeth City, consistent with the 
growth of Elizabeth City. 
 
Looking forward, it is important to note that the size, risk, and demand in Elizabeth City has 
increased since 2017 and will continue to increase in complexity before the next evaluation. To 
maintain and improve the ISO rating, the fire department, water, and emergency communications 
systems must strengthen in alignment with the growth of the City. City leadership should also 
recognize that the insurance rating is one indicator of the capability, strength, and capacity of their 
fire department. 
 
With improvements that Elizabeth City has made since the last inspection in 2017 along with the 
enhancements that the City is currently considering, it is the observation of the assessment team 
that Elizabeth City could very realistically earn a “Class 3” ISO rating. 
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Analysis: 
Insurance ratings indicate the fire department’s ability to suppress fire and minimize losses. The 
ratings provide a structure of needs analysis based upon the community that is served. The better 
the insurance rating, typically the less property insurance the owner pays. This comparative chart 
below illustrates how the ratings can affect insurance premiums. In North Carolina, most 
homeowners see reductions in premiums between Class 10 and Class 6. Commercial properties 
recognize savings all the way to Class 1. Also, complementary to the improvement in ratings would 
be the historical reduction of loss due to fire as illustrated below. It is very typical that 
municipalities in North Carolina desire to achieve an insurance rating of Class 6 or better. 
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Subject Matter Expert Review: 
 
September 16, 2021 
 
Overall: 

• Last graded in 2017. Out approximately 12 to 18 months from the next inspection. There 
will need to be one year’s worth of records available at the time of inspection. Now is an 
excellent time to prepare for the next evaluation. 
 

• ISO grade earned in 2017 was Class 4/9. 
 

• Grading schedule grades what you have, versus what you need for the grade. 
 
Communications: 

• Earning 7.5 of the available 10 points. 
 

• Pasquotank County handles the dispatch function for Elizabeth City. 
 

• Dispatch circuits were short in the last evaluation. Some upgrades were made with the 
second PSAP 
 

• Elizabeth City answers 1,400 calls per year.  Therefore, there needs to be a second means 
of dispatch.  The department did NOT receive credit in the last evaluation for rip and run 
printers. 
 

• Currently, active 9-1-1 is not receiving credit from ISO as a second means of notification. 
However, that may change and stay abreast of that change. 
 

• Integrity monitoring (#432) was short in the last evaluation. This would include having 
immediate electronic warning systems to notify the communications center when there was 
a circuit problem that was both audible and visual. 

 
Fire Department: 

• Earning 31.31 of the available 50 points. 
 

• Elizabeth City needs 3 engines to achieve a 3,500-gpm basic fire flow. 
 

• During the last evaluation, a pumper tanker may have been used and credited. 
 

• Automatic Aid is received in the rural district portion that Elizabeth City is responsible for. 
It is important to hold at least four (4) training sessions annually with the automatic aid 
partners in order to receive full credit for automatic aid response for Elizabeth City. 
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• Automatic Aid partners could come on site specific locations buildings for fire flows that 

are larger than 3,500-gpm (categorize them as high risk or high hazard locations). 
 

• Elizabeth City has 1,000 feet of 5” line and 400 ft of 2.5” line with 2 lines pre-connected. 
ISO is looking for 200’ to be pre-connected. 
 

• There is a typical structure fire response of two engines and one ladder on structure fire 
responses in the City. 
 

• ECFD received 100% credit on the reserve engine. 
 

• ECFD received 100% on pumping capability. 
 

• Credit was given for 2 ladder companies in the last evaluation. Engine 2 has a 75’ stick and 
operates as a Quint. Station 1 operates a 100’ ladder. 
 

• While the two ladder companies help in one component, they hurt on the staffing portion. 
It is recommended that on the preliminary packet before the next ISO evaluation, that the 
Quint be called an engine in the packet for maximum credit. 
 

• The department plans to have another apparatus that will function as a reserve ladder before 
the next ISO inspection. 
 

• In the last evaluation, deployment earned 6 out of the 10 available points.  In order to 
receive 100% ISO credit, ECFD would need 18 career personnel on duty on each shift. 
 

• In the area of Training, ECFD has an on-site, fixed training facility. However, it is not 
capable of live burns. ECFD is using acquired structures. Also, ECFD can use sending 
firefighters to regional schools that have fixed live burn facilities. 
 

• Officer training is also needed for ECFD. ECFD now requires 12 hours of annual officer 
training, which will be a positive with ISO. This requirement needs to be spelled out clearly 
in an SOG or policy. It would be good to outline in the SOG that there is a Fire Officer 
certification requirement and a department required 12 hours of department required 
training annually. 
 

• On the new driver training program, there is a need to show 60 hours of driver training 
before serving as an Engineer and having documentation to track that level of training. 
 

• For existing driver training, ECFD did not receive credit in the last inspection. Classes 
conducted for existing driver training needs to be separated out or identified from other 
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training so that this component can be pulled out and identified in the packet when it comes 
out under the existing driving training category. 

 
 
Water Supply: 

• Earned 18 out of 30 available points on availability of water. 
 

• Elizabeth City has their own water system. Pasquotank County has water in some areas, 
including some in the new development area. 
 

• There was 12 points lost in the last inspection in water supply. However, there have been 
improvements made since 2017 and the County has built a new water plant. This should 
help the rating in the next cycle. 
 

• Fire hydrants inspection and flow testing were near the top credit available. The city had 
some older hydrants out of the 800 in the city and that reduced the rating some. 
 

• All hydrants should be flow tested with two hydrants, using both static and residual flow, 
OR hydraulic modeling may be used which will credit for flow testing if it is conducted by 
an engineering firm. As conditions will allow, it is recommended that Elizabeth City invest 
in the hydraulic modeling of their water system and utilize a firm to conduct the hydraulic 
modeling so that full credit could be earned for this component. 

 
Deployment Analysis: 

• A review of the GIS mapping gives concurrence that a relocation of Station 2 will increase 
the ISO distribution points for Elizabeth City. 
 

• Longer term, the addition of a third station would dramatically improve the City’s ISO 
rating for distribution and coverage. Noting with that however that staffing needs will also 
be necessary.  In a 3-station model, the quint concept is often used to maximize staffing 
and maximize ISO points. 
 

• At the current time until Station 3 is built, Station 1 is more central and keeping the ladder 
at Station 1 would garner more ISO credit due to height and flow because it is more central. 
However, giving consideration into the future of quint use is recommended. 
 

Next Steps: 
• Importance of the inspections packet from ISO was reviewed. Once the notification is made 

from the state, the credit earned ends. Information goes back 12 months back from the day 
that notification is received. It is important that realize that inspectors stay one day on site 
now. Most work is conducted remotely through the packet information. Emphasis should 
be placed on filling out on the packet to make sure that it is thorough and complete. It is 
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worthwhile to invest the time and attention to this packet. It may also be advantageous to 
have third-party assistance in this endeavor. The rating system now utilizes much of the 
packet information in making rating determinations before the site visit. Site visits are more 
limited in scope than has traditionally been the practice, so the importance on the packet is 
emphasized. As an example of the importance of this process, the department needs to 
clearly identify four separately designated public education/prevention/outreach programs 
that are conducted within the packet in order to receive proper credit. 

 
 
Excerpt from 2017 ISO Elizabeth City Summary Review: 
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5. APPENDIX 
 

A. Review of Current Status of Elizabeth City Fire Stations 
 

FIRE STATION 1 
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FIRE STATION 2 
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B. Illustrative Request for Qualifications: 
 

CITY OF ELIZABETH CITY 
FIRE STATION SCHEMATIC DESIGN and COST ESTIMATION 

 
REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS 

 
Statement of Qualification due July 1, 2022 

 
SECTION 1. NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS 

 
The City of Elizabeth City is requesting Statements of Qualifications from professional, 

qualified firms or individuals experienced in the design and construction of fire stations. Responses 
to this Request for Qualifications (RFQ) are sought from professional, qualified architectural firms 
that are capable of conducting fire station specific programming and schematic design and 
preparing a preliminary design for the construction of a new fire station to house personnel and 
apparatus of the Elizabeth City Fire Department. 
 

A complete response to this RFQ must include five (5) copies of a bound written Statement of 
Qualifications. Statements of Qualification will be received until 5:00 P.M. on Friday, July 1, 
2022, at Elizabeth City, City Hall located at 306 East Colonial Avenue Elizabeth City, NC and 
faxed responses are not acceptable and will not be reviewed. The submittal deadline is absolute. 
Late submittals will not be considered. Prospective firms and individuals must select a method of 
delivery that ensures the Statement of Qualifications will be delivered to the correct location by 
the due date and time. 

This RFQ may be downloaded from City of Elizabeth City website using the following link: 
Any amendments or clarifications of the RFQ issued by the City will also be posted to this website 
location. 
 

Interested firms or individuals are required to identify any potential or perceived conflict of 
interest (personal and/or property interest in the subject scope of work). Pre‐qualification is not 
required. All interested firms and individuals responding to this RFQ are required to comply with 
all applicable provisions of federal, state, and local law. 
 

The City reserves the right to (1) reject any or all responses, (2) waive informalities in a 
response, (3) select a firm or individual who has submitted a fully responsive Statement of 
Qualifications and who is determined by the City to be a professional, qualified firm or individual 
to be in the best interest of the City, or (4) take whatever action or make whatever decision it 
determines to be appropriate. The City of Elizabeth City assumes no obligation in this general 
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solicitation of Statements of Qualifications and all costs and expenses of responding to this RFQ 
shall be borne by the interested firms or individuals. 
 

SECTION 2. SCOPE 
 

The City of Elizabeth City, NC requests proposals from qualified Architectural Firms for the 
Schematic Design and Cost Estimation of a New Fire Station. Upon review of proposals received 
in response to this Request for Qualifications, the City of Elizabeth City anticipates awarding a 
single contract for the services required. 

 
The City wishes to select and retain a highly qualified and capable architectural firm with 

experience in fire station design to provide for the development of plans and management of 
construction of the new station. In the document, those firms who participate in this RFQ process 
are sometimes referred to as “respondents” and “architects.” 

 
The selected firm will be required to perform the basic architectural and engineering services to 

be specified more fully in an AIA contract agreement to be negotiated after selection. The contract 
agreement will provide for payment for phases of work completed with options to proceed through 
all phases or to discontinue work as the circumstances may dictate. Upon selection of a firm with 
whom negotiations will proceed, a Scope of Work will be developed. 

 
The City anticipates a contract which will include site review and recommendations, 

programming, schematic design, renderings, and cost estimation. However, the City reserves the 
right to include additional project elements in the initial or subsequent professional services 
agreements as the City may (in its sole discretion) deem appropriate. The firm will be required to 
retain and be responsible for all basic engineering disciplines such as mechanical, electrical, 
plumbing, safety and fire protection, landscape architecture, civil engineering, and structural 
engineering for the scope of work negotiated. The firm is also required to identify and select the 
appropriate sub-consultants. The City reserves the right to approve proposed sub-consultants that 
will be associated with the project. 

 
The City will give prime consideration to the firm with significant, current experience in the 

development, design, and construction of fire stations with comparable needs and similar 
municipal facilities. 

 
If, following completion of this initial scope of work, the City decides to move forward with 

construction of a fire station, the scope of work may be amended to include design development, 
construction documents, and construction phase services. 

 
The firm or individual selected by the City would, at a minimum, be expected to complete the 

following tasks: 
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Task 1: Review Space Needs Assessment and Program Development 
 

Description: 
The spatial needs assessment is an essential part of a comprehensive planning approach to 

provide design guidance for a new facility. The firm shall work with City and Department staff to 
review the recent assessment of the functional needs of the Department. The assessment review 
should confirm an independent analysis of the current and future spatial needs of the Department. 
 

Following completion of the space needs assessment, the firm shall prepare a comprehensive 
and complete program addressing the functions to be performed by the Department within the 
proposed Fire Station, including, but not limited to, public access, communications and technology 
infrastructure, administrative offices, training room, dormitory/living spaces, kitchen & dining 
facilities, equipment lockers/storage areas, workout room, apparatus bay, etc. 
 

Deliverables: 
A written report summarizing the spatial needs of the Elizabeth City Fire Department in the new 
Fire Station, along with a program list with function and square footage amounts 
 

Task 2: Site Evaluation 
 

Description: 
Provide a preliminary assessment and evaluation of proposed site conditions. The firm will be 

expected to perform the site analysis to include sub‐surface soil conditions, storm water drainage 
management, location of utilities (sewer, water, etc.), and evaluation of vehicular access and flow, 
as necessary. This will include consultation with City staff and maximum utilization of available 
engineering and other data related to the site plus additional services as needed to provide a 
complete evaluation. The exact scope of additional services required beyond currently available 
data will be determined as part of the contract negotiation process. 

 
Deliverables:  
Report evaluating the adequacy of the site(s) as a fire station facility.  
 
Task 3: Schematic Design Plan 

 
Description: 
Develop preliminary design drawings and architectural renderings focusing on site plan, 

building plans fitted to the proposed site, furnishing plans, exterior elevations, and preliminary 
building systems. Development of this task should include interaction with the various involved 
City departments and staff members. 
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Deliverables:  
Prepare a final schematic design plan for the fire station facility. Develop communication tools 

including color renderings and sketches to use at public meetings and presentations at City 
Commission meetings. 

 
Task 4: Total Project Cost Estimate and Schedule 

 
Description: 
Provide a detailed project cost estimate that includes all soft costs related to the design and the 

construction of the fire station facility including, but not limited to, furniture and equipment, 
project management, fees and contingencies. Provide a complete proposed project schedule 
including realistic deadlines for future design development and construction phases. 

 
Deliverables: 
A report summarizing the detailed cost estimates and other appropriate cost allowances and 

estimated time frames for implementing all phases of design and construction. It is the City’s goal 
to complete the work outlined in this Request for Qualifications within approximately 150 days 
following the issuance of a Notice to Proceed. 
 

SECTION 3. MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS AND CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION 
 
The firm or individual ultimately selected is expected to hold the following minimum 
qualifications and will be evaluated on the following criteria: 
 

A. Demonstrated knowledge and recent experience designing and completing successful fire 
station/public safety facility projects within the scope, schedule, and budget. 

B. Demonstrated ability to accurately assess current and future needs. 
C. Creativity in developing unique design solutions in fire service projects within 

neighborhood settings. 
D. Ability to bring a complete, competent team addressing all necessary disciplines. 
E. Quality of the information presented in the Statement of Qualifications and completeness, 

relevance, and organization of the information and materials presented. 
F. Qualifications of architecture design team members to lead the project effort. This must 

include identification of the actual team members who will be assigned to this project, not 
just available staff. 

G. Response of references. 
 

A selection committee will review the Statements of Qualifications submitted in response to 
this RFQ and may request interviews with some firms or individuals. The selection committee will 
rank the top firms and individuals based on Statements of Qualifications and interviews (if 
conducted). 
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SECTION 4. STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS: RESPONSE FORMAT 
 

The Statement of Qualifications should include the following information in the following order 
and format describing the prospective consultant’s availability, interests, qualifications, and 
current relevant experience. Concise reports are preferred with a maximum limit of 40 pages. 
 

1. Cover letter indicating the RFQ due date and title, the firm or individual’s name, address, 
telephone number, fax number, and email contract address(es) 

2. Firm or individual profile 
3. Identify the team members and provide resumes of the team members and identify the 

agents and subcontractors (if any) that the firm or individual anticipates assigning in 
conjunction with this project. Include a discussion of the expertise of the individuals who 
will be assigned to the project team, along with a description of their individual roles 

4. A design process showing the various tasks, the time to complete each task, and a total 
time frame proposed to complete the project 

5. Summary of at least eight similar projects designed in the last five years for which the 
designer was responsible. Each of the project summaries should include the following: 

a. Description of the facility, including size, functions, project budget, and year 
completed. 

b. Degree of involvement (principals or consultant). 
c. Consulting firms involved and their assigned responsibilities. 

6. Provide at least three (3) public entity references (with contact name, address, and 
telephone number) for which the firm and proposed key personnel have performed (or are 
performing) that represents work of a similar type, scope, and complexity. 

7. Identify whether the proposed project architect and other consultants are licensed to 
practice within the State of North Carolina 

8. Identify any legal proceedings, arbitrations, complaints or court actions filed by any person 
against the firm or individual within the last three (3) years for any project in which the 
firm or the individual participated 

9. Conflict of Interest: Provide a statement that discloses any past, on‐going, or potential 
conflicts of interest that the firm or individual may have as a result of performing work in 
response to this RFQ. 

 
SECTION 5. TENTATIVE SCHEDULE 

 
The following is the City’s tentative schedule for selection of a consultant:  
  

April 1, 2022  RFQ Release Date  
May 2, 2022– 5:00  Deadline for Submittal of Questions or Requests for  

Clarification  
June 1, 2022 Posting of RFQ Amendments, if necessary  
July 1, 2022 – 5:00  RFQ Response Submittals Due to City  
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July 1 – October 31, 2022  City Staff Review of Submissions  
November 1, 2022  Interviews (if necessary)  
December 1, 2022  Anticipated Award of Professional Services Agreement  

 
SECTION 6. PROPOSAL SUBMISSION 

 
Submit three (3) copies of the written proposal no later than 5:00 PM, July 1, 2022. No proposals 
will be accepted after this time. Submit proposals to: 
 

City Manager 
City of Elizabeth City 
306 East Colonial Avenue  
Elizabeth City, NC 27909 
Ph. 252-338-3981 
 

All questions regarding this submittal or project should be directed to the City Manager. In order 
that the selection process is as objective as possible, do not contact any City of Elizabeth City 
official other than the City Manager. 
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C. Fire Station Construction Cost Estimate Information 
 
Fire station construction costs in North Carolina have escalated in recent years. The chart below 
reflects cost changes in North Carolina between 2007 and 2018. The current and most recent cost 
of fire station construction in North Carolina is between $375 and $425 per square foot. The typical 
fire station in North Carolina is approximately 10,000 square feet is size. Additional measures may 
be necessary for Elizabeth City due to the coastal area and the durability necessary. Therefore, it 
may be wise to plan for a cost on the higher side of the current market rates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NCFCC is currently working with the City of Graham on planning a fire station for $7M. NCFCC 
is also working with the City of Morehead City on a substation in the $6-$7M range. By 
comparison, the City of Greensboro is currently constructing two fire stations – one is at 11K 
square feet for $6M and the other is at 17K square feet (also housing EMS) at $8M. With the 
specific timetable of construction not known, capital budget planning at higher projected numbers 
would be prudent. NCFCC is providing the Elizabeth City Fire Department two documents to 
assist in planning a future station – “Getting the Right Start for Your Fire Station Design” and 
“Fire-Rescue-EMS Facility Design Handbook” to help guide future station planning. 
 
Below is an illustrative example of the cost estimation for fire station construction based upon a 
needs analysis (which was not part of the scope of work for Elizabeth City). However, this will 
provide Elizabeth City with a good indication of how the planning for size, space and cost would 
roll out. First, each area of the station would be programmed. Second, allowances are given for 
“grossing” for the building and bay area to accommodate electrical rooms, hallways, service 
areas, HVAC rooms, maintenance areas ,etc. Third, ranges of cost are given based on the current 
market. Fourth, an 80/20 adjustment is made with 80 percent representing “hard” costs of 
construction and 20 percent representing the “soft” costs such as furniture, furnishings, 
equipment, fees, architectural, etc. Cumulatively, this helps to project a total building cost for a 
fire station. It is again important to note that buildings in coastal areas, such as Elizabeth City 
will have additional construction costs for “hardening” the structure that this illustrative model 
does not take into consideration. 
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D. Staffing Considerations: 
 
An adequate number of firefighters to work structure fires is critical to the safety of the public and 
of the firefighters. Also, the largest portion of the ISO rating is staffing (15%). The information 
below is provided as guidance for Elizabeth City to consider moving forward. 
 
NFPA 1710 SUMMARY/HIGHLIGHTS 
 
NFPA 1710  
Fireground Staffing Levels for Career Fire Departments 
 
NFPA 1710 provides the minimum requirements relating to the organization and deployment of 
fire suppression operations, emergency medical operations, and special operations to the public by 
career fire departments. 
 
For the 2016 edition of the standard, subsection 5.2.4 on fire department service deployment was 
revised to include three new occupancies, along with the appropriate response staffing levels for 
each. The minimum staffing level for each occupancy is listed below. (For the full breakdown of 
staffing requirements by position, refer to the subsections specific to each occupancy in 5.2.4.) 
 
Single-Family Dwelling — minimum of 16 members (17 if aerial device is used) 
The initial full alarm assignment to a structure fire in a typical 2000 ft2 (186 m2), two-story, single-
family dwelling without a basement and with no exposures must provide for a minimum of 16 
members (17 if an aerial device is used). 
 
Open-Air Strip Mall — minimum of 27 members (28 if aerial device is used) 
The initial full alarm assignment to a structure fire in a typical open-air strip shopping center 
ranging from 13,000 ft2 to 196,000 ft2 (1203 m2 to 18,209 m2) in size must provide for a minimum 
of 27 members (28 if an aerial device is used). 
 
Garden-Style Apartment — minimum of 27 members (28 if aerial device is used) 
The initial full alarm assignment to a structure fire in a typical 1200 ft2 (111 m2) apartment within 
a three-story, garden-style apartment building must provide for a minimum of 27 members(28 if 
an aerial device is used). 
 
High-Rise — minimum of 42 members (43 if building equipped with fire pump) 
The initial full alarm assignment to a fire in a building with the highest floor greater than 75 ft (23 
m) above the lowest level of fie department vehicle access must provide for a minimum of 42 
members (43 if the building is equipped with a fire pump). 
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Other: Fire departments that respond to fires in occupancies that present hazards greater than those 
found in 5.2.4 shall deploy additional resources as described in 5.2.4.5 on the initial alarm. 
 
NOTE: Even though fire ground staffing levels have changed, NFPA 1710 continues to require 
that engine companies be staffed with a minimum of 4 on-duty members, as stated in subsection 
5.2.3. In addition, paragraph 5.2.2.2.1 requires that the fire department identify minimum company 
staffing levels as necessary to meet the deployment criteria required in 5.2.4 to ensure that a 
sufficient number of members are assigned, on duty, and available to safely and effectively respond 
with each company. 
 
Material used in this summary is taken from the 2016 edition of NFPA 1710, Standard for the 
Organization and Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations, Emergency Medical Operations, 
and Special Operations to the Public by Career Fire Departments. This reprinted material is not 
the complete and official position of the NFPA or its Technical Committees on the referenced 
subject, which is represented solely by the standard in its entirety. That standard can be accessed 
online at www.nfpa.org. 
 

Comparative Analysis for National Standards on Deployment and Staffing 
 
NFPA 1710 – Staffing Standard for Primarily Career Fire Departments: 
 

First due travel times – 4 minutes or less 90% of the time. 
Full assignment assembly times – 8 minutes or less 90% of the time. 

 Staffing - each company with at least four firefighters. 
 Turn-out times = 80 seconds for fire calls, 60 seconds for medical calls. 
 Travel time = 4 minutes or less for fire calls or medical calls. 
 Effective response force 

- 17 firefighters on a typical residential structure fire 
- Arrival within 8 minutes or less 
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NORTH CAROLINA CITY MANAGER GENERAL GUIDANCE ON 
DEVELOPING FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE DELIVERY LEVELS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Performance Modeling for Typical Residential Structure Fire Response  
Assistance to Local Jurisdictions in Establishing Their Desired Level of Service 

 
BACKGROUND: 
Inputs influence outcomes. Within the effective delivery of fire and rescue services, response time 
elements are directly proportional to expected outcomes. In recent years, significant scientific 
research has substantiated the correlation of response times and number of trained firefighters 
necessary on the scene of structure fires to produce positive outcomes. Each local jurisdiction is 
encouraged to identify what specific hazards and risks exist in their individual communities. Also, 
local jurisdictions can evaluate their fire and rescue level of service or standard of cover for each 
type of service that they provide. From this collective information, progressive jurisdictions can 
effectively set a positive course for continuous improvement. 
 
In order to strengthen fire protection service delivery systems and to empower local jurisdictions 
to more clearly determine what the appropriate level of response may be for their individual 
community’s level of risk and clearly stated desired outcomes, the following illustrative models 
are offered to establish some basic, minimal framework for response to typical residential 
structure fires within a North Carolina rated fire insurance district. 
 
Using dynamic indicators, these illustrative models are presented with the optimum desired 
outcome of confining and containing a typical (<2,000 square feet), occupied, residential structure 
fire to the room or area of origin when fire hydrants are available. Aligning North Carolina’s 
growth patterns with national consensus standards and fire service industry best practices provided 
the foundation for these models. Also, it is important to note that times identified recognize total 
response time, beginning when the citizen first dials 9-1-1. These models for typical residential 
structures are only guidelines for evaluation and solely designed as a tool for use by local 
jurisdictions. Models for fire response to properties with higher risks demand more thorough 
analysis, more robust resources and stronger performance measures. 
 
 
 
 
Graphic Source: Fire Engineering 
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TYPICAL CASCADE OF EVENTS FOR A STRUCTURE FIRE: 
Pre-Response: 

Recognition of fire 
Notification call made to 9-1-1 

 
Total Response Time (measurable): 

Receipt of call and dispatch of fire department(s) = approx. 60-90 seconds 
(NFPA) 
Firefighter acknowledgement and fire equipment rolling adds 80+ seconds 
(NFPA) 
Travel time – adds approximately 141 seconds per road mile (ISO) 
Arrival at the fire scene 

 
Post-Response: 

Accessing, locating the fire, and taking necessary mitigating actions 
 

TYPICAL RESIDENTIAL MODEL - FIRST ARRIVING FIRE APPARATUS: 
 
For 90% of all typical residential structure fire incidents, at least one initial arriving fire apparatus 
and assembling at least four (4) adequately trained firefighters should arrive within 
___(determined locally)___ minutes total response time and be prepared to take immediate action 
in accordance with department protocols. 
 

Approximate Range of Credible Response Time Within State Rated Fire Insurance 
Districts 

Area  Density per Sq. Mile    Fire Station    Prevalent ISO Rating  Total Response Time 
URBAN   >2,000 people within 2 miles  1-3      5-8 minutes 
NON-URBAN  500-1999 people within 4 miles  4-6      7-12 minutes 
RURAL   <500 people  within 6 miles  6-9      12-17 minutes 
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TYPICAL RESIDENTIAL MODEL - ARRIVAL OF EFFECTIVE RESPONSE FORCE: 
 
For 90% of all typical residential structure fire incidents, an effective force of at least seventeen 
(17) adequately trained firefighters (including automatic aid responses) should arrive within 
___(determined locally)___ minutes total response time. The effective response force should be 
capable of establishing command, appointing a site safety officer, providing an uninterrupted water 
supply, advancing an attack line and back up line for fire control, complying with the OSHA 
requirements of two-in and two-out, completing forcible entry, searching and rescuing at-risk 
victims, ventilating the structure, controlling utilities, and performing salvage and overhaul. These 
operations are done in accordance with department standard operating protocols while providing 
for the safety of responders and the general public. 
 

Approximate Range of Credible Response Time Within State Rated Fire Insurance 
Districts 

Area  Density per Sq. Mile Fire Station  Prevalent ISO Rating Total Response Time 
URBAN   >2,000 people within 2 miles  1-3     5-10 minutes 
NON-URBAN  500-1999 people within 4 miles  4-6     9-19 minutes 
RURAL   <500 people  within 6 miles  6-9     19-29 minutes 
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E. Project Staff 
 

• Greg Grayson, Fire Chief (ret), City of Greensboro, NC 
Greg Grayson has more than 39 years of progressive experience in the North Carolina fire 
and rescue service. His experience includes beginning public service as a volunteer 
firefighter and ascending the career ranks to become the Fire Marshal/Fire Rescue Director 
for Wake County, North Carolina. In the following seventeen years, he served as the fire 
chief for three North Carolina urban cities – Burlington, Asheville and Greensboro. In these 
executive leadership capacities, he was responsible for comprehensive fire and rescue 
operations, prevention programs, training and career development, emergency 
management functions and specialized regional response teams. In Burlington, he 
effectively led positive organizational change and implemented an innovative reserve 
firefighter program. In Asheville, he commanded significant re-engineering throughout the 
fire department and led Asheville to become an accredited agency. In Greensboro, he led 
the department to maintaining both accreditation and ISO “Class1” status and navigated 
the department through difficult fiscal years and challenging large-scale emergencies. In 
2015, his long-term, dedicated public service to the people of North Carolina was 
recognized by the Governor through the prestigious “Order of the Long Leaf Pine”, the 
state’s highest honor that can be awarded to a citizen. 

 
Upon retiring from local government service, Chief Grayson was appointed by the State 
Fire Marshal in 2015 to proactively serve as the state’s first and only public fire service 
management consultant, providing high level technical assistance to county and municipal 
managers - enabling them to better strengthen their jurisdiction’s fire protection service 
delivery systems. He also managed statewide fire service advancement initiatives and led 
the Office of State Fire Marshal’s Technical Services program. 

 
Beyond extensive experience, Chief Grayson holds a Master of Public Administration, 
bachelor and associate in fire protection. He holds numerous professional credentials 
including Chief Fire Officer (CFO), MIFireE from the Institution of Fire Protection 
Engineers and multiple other fire service certifications, including being North Carolina’s 
first Advanced Firefighter. He is one of very few, if not the only, Fire Chief in the United 
States to also hold the Senior Professional in Human Resources (SPHR) and SHRM-SCP 
credentials. He is active in the North Carolina Association of Fire Chiefs and the IAFC 
Metropolitan Fire Chiefs organizations and continues to serve as a volunteer firefighter in 
his home community. 

 
• Frank Blackley, Assistant Fire Chief (ret), City of Wilmington 

Frank Blackley recently retired as an Assistant Chief from the Wilmington, NC Fire 
Department after 35 years of service. He was previously Fire Marshal during which time 
he served two terms as president of the NC Fire Marshals Association. He was assigned as 
the Operations Chief for three years prior to his last position over Support Services where 
he supervised the training, fire and life safety, logistics, fleet maintenance divisions, and 
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managed the department’s annual budget. He previously worked for Wrightsville Beach 
Fire Department and New Hanover County Fire Rescue. In recent years he has taught 
nationally for Vision 20/20 and is one of their technical advisors for Community Risk 
Reduction. He is an adjunct instructor for the National Fire Academy and assisted in 
development of a class on community risk reduction at the station level and. He was heavily 
involved with the department’s accreditation process and understands the need for accurate 
data. He is a graduate of the National Fire Academy’s Executive Fire Officer’s Program 
and has a Master’s in Public Administration with a concentration in Urban and Regional 
Policy and Planning from UNC Wilmington. 

 
• Mike Varnell, Fire Chief (ret), City of Rocky Mount, NC 

Mike Varnell has over 30 years of experience in the North Carolina and United States fire 
service. His experience runs the gamut in the municipal fire service by serving in positions 
from firefighter to fire chief. Early in his career (1993) Varnell earned a commendation 
from Governor James B. Hunt for saving four children from a burning house. In 1996, he 
was recognized by the NC Jaycees as one of the “Five Most Outstanding Public Servants” 
in North Carolina. As his career progressed with Rocky Mount Fire Department, he was 
instrumental in leading the department through four successful international fire 
accreditation processes from 2003 to 2018. In 2016, under his leadership the department 
was only one of two in the nation to receive the coveted “Heart Safe Community Award” 
from the International Association of Fire Chiefs. 

 
Chief Varnell is a graduate of the United States Fire Administration National Fire 
Academy’s Executive Fire Officer Program and the NC Association of Fire Chief’s 
Executive Development Program. Varnell holds a master’s degree in Executive Fire 
Service Leadership, a bachelor’s degree in business administration, and an associate degree 
in fire protection technology. He is credentialed by the Center for Public Safety Excellence 
and carries the “Chief Fire Officer” designation. He currently serves as a peer assessor for 
Commission on Fire Accreditation International and travels across the country evaluating 
fire departments for industry best practices. He has served on the International Association 
of Fire Chiefs’ Professional Development-Higher Education Committee and represented 
Region 4 on the NC Emergency Management Domestic Preparedness committee. He holds 
numerous certifications in the fields of administration, emergency management, and the 
fire service. He is a member of the International Association of Fire Chiefs, the NC 
Accreditation Support Consortium, and the NC Association of Fire Chiefs. 

 
• David Bullins, Fire Chief (ret), City of Statesville, NC 

David Bullins has served the NC fire service since 1982. His career started as a volunteer 
in the rural Piedmont area and ended as a career municipal fire chief in the foothills of the 
state. Chief Bullins served the Summerfield Fire Department as a volunteer and was the 
first paid firefighter on their roster. His career continued with the City of Greensboro Fire 
Department where he rose through the ranks serving as firefighter, captain, battalion chief, 
and planning & research officer. Part of his career with Greensboro Fire Department was 
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that of Training Officer. Chief Bullins was appointed to the position of Fire Chief for the 
City of Statesville in 2007. After retiring in 2014 from the fire service, he continued his 
training and education goals by serving as the Fire and Emergency Management 
Department Chair for Guilford Technical Community College. He now serves as the 
Director of Public Safety for Mitchell Community College in Statesville, N.C. and teaches 
fire technology and emergency management throughout the state. Chief Bullins has a 
master’s degree from Oklahoma State University in Fire & Emergency Management 
Administration, a bachelor’s degree the University of Cincinnati in Fire & Safety 
Engineering Technology, and associate of applied science degree from Guilford Technical 
Community College. He also is a graduate of the National Fire Academy Executive Fire 
Officer Program and is designated as a Chief Fire Officer (CFOD) from the Center for 
Public Safety and Excellence. 

 
• Wesley Hutchins, Fire Chief (ret), City of Walker City, NC 

Chief Hutchins serves as the Executive Director of the North Carolina Association of Fire 
Chiefs. Previously, he served as Dean of Emergency Services for Forsyth Technical 
Community College. He also served for near 44 years as Fire Chief for Walker City Fire 
Department, where he now serves as a City Council Member. He holds a Master’s in Public 
Administration Degree from Grand Canyon University, a bachelor’s degree from Gardner-
Webb University and an Associate in Fire Protection from Guilford Technical Community 
College. 

 
• Todd Tuttle, Assistant Chief, City of Greensboro, NC 

Chief Tuttle is a 30-year fire service veteran who also served as a paramedic. He currently 
manages intricate records management systems for the City of Greensboro Fire 
Department, which is an accredited, ISO Class 1 city. Chief Tuttle is recognized throughout 
the state and nation as a technical expert on Firehouse records management systems as well 
as data analysis. 

 
• Chris Perry, Fire Chief, Zebulon, NC 

Fire Chief Chris Perry has over 33 years of fire service experience. He originally became 
involved in the fire service as a volunteer firefighter in Zebulon, having grown up as the 
son of the Fire Chief. A number of years later, while completing his Associates degree in 
Fire Protection from Wilson Technical Community College, he was hired as Zebulon’s 
first full-time firefighter. Only a couple years later, Chief Perry left to pursue a career with 
Wake County as a Deputy Fire Marshal. During his sixteen years at Wake County, he 
served as fire inspector, fire investigator, and ultimately as the Chief Deputy Fire Marshal 
of Operations. In 2008, Chief Perry left Wake County to work in Johnston County, where 
he served as the Assistant Director of Emergency Services, where one of his 
responsibilities included being the County Fire Marshal. Most recently, Chief Perry 
returned to the City of Zebulon to serve as the Fire Chief, where he had continued to serve 
as a volunteer since he left full-time employment. During his tenure, he completed his 
bachelor’s degree in Fire Science through Columbia Southern University. In July 2020, 
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Chief Perry was received the international professional designation of Chief Fire Officer 
by the Commission on Professional Credentialing, through the Center for Public Safety 
Excellence. 

 
• Robert McNally, Beacon GIS 

A GIS Analyst/Planner with niche specialty and ground experience for Fire, Rescue, EMS, 
Public Safety, Emergency Management, and Homeland Security projects, Robert owns 
Beacon GIS, a first responder planning services firm. Robert brings 20 years of public 
safety experience as a responder, manager, and trainer. He has been awarded twice for his 
service to the community. He graduated magna cum laude with bachelor’s degree in Public 
Administration, securing an honor scholarship while in the midst of his education. Robert 
also has a graduate degree in Urban and Regional Planning from the University of North 
Carolina at Charlotte. Robert McNally has spoken at several conferences on the subject of 
public safety and homeland security and Beacon GIS has been involved in over 180 
projects for emergency services of various sizes across the United States & Canada. 
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6. DISCLAIMER 
 
This project has been conducted upon the written request of the City of Elizabeth City. The sole 
intent of this project is to improve, advance and strengthen the fire protection service delivery 
system in Elizabeth City and the State of North Carolina. Persons involved in this report have 
contributed for the purposes of providing information, professional observations and 
recommendations to the city elected officials, management and the fire service leadership. 
Recommendations included in this report are based upon professional experience and 
understanding of current fire and rescue service best practices. Examples and references in the 
document are for informational purposes only. Information contained within this document is not 
intended to be comprehensive, and recommendations are based on limited information available 
at this particular time. As with any project based on a snapshot in time, additional facts, local 
issues and/or changes in the facts could alter the conclusions and recommendations in this 
document. This document is solely to be utilized by local government and fire service officials for 
long-term planning purposes. It should not be utilized for any other purpose. No warranties or 
guarantees (express or implied) are provided. While this document will hopefully assist local 
officials in their deliberative and long-term planning process, it should be recognized that there 
are many local issues that may impact the ultimate decisions and what works for a particular 
jurisdiction. The ultimate decision-making lies with the appropriate local government and fire 
officials. 
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